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Heavy Quarkonia:  as Seen through the Eyes of Central Exclusive Production
at the Tevatron and LHC

V.A. Khoze (IPPP, Durham)

(Based on collaboration with L. Harland-Lang,  A..Martin,  M.Ryskin and W.J. Stirling)

main aim: to demonstrate that CEP can open a new way to study the properties of
heavy quarkonia , and, in particular, to serve as a spin-parity analyser

CEP
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1. Introduction

2. Central Exclusive Production as a heavy  meson spin-parity analyser. 

3.  What is known from the  general rules ( Regge theory).

4.  Expectations within the pQCD Durham approach.

5. Interpretation of the CDF results on  charmonium CEP.

6. New Run of Durham studies (still preliminary).

7. Prospective measurements.

8. A few remarks about the models for soft diffraction.

9.    Conclusion.

PLAN
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(Currently no complete theor. 
description  of  onium properties.) 

(BABAR (2008) (Still some  puzzles)

(spins- still unconfirmed)

The heaviest and most compact quark-antiquark bound state in nature
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(also Petrov et al-04,  Szczurek et al)
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(A. Alekseev-1958-positronium)

S2
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“soft” scattering can easily destroy the gaps

gap

gap

eikonal rescatt:      between protons
enhanced rescatt:  involving intermediate partons

M

soft-hard
factorizn

conserved
broken

Subject of hot discussionsSubject of hot discussions : : SS²²enhenh

S² absorption effects -necessitated by unitarity

Everybody’s happy (KMR, GLM, FHSW, 
Petrov et al,  BH, GGPS, Luna...MCs)
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Too good to be true ?!
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Yes, due to the record        
CDF gap coverage (7.4) 

(KMRS-04)

Still numerically small
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(molecule or tetra-quark or..?)
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BOTTOMONIUM BOTTOMONIUM 

Recall , the decay                                      has not been seen (yet)

but

According to evaluation by  J.T. Laverty et al (2009)

,

(Exp.       ). 
.

0 (1 ) (1 )b P Y Sχ γ→

0( (2 ) (2 ) (4.6 2.1)%bBr P Y Sχ γ→ = ±

0( ) 3.7b gg MeVχΓ → =

5( 3.4 10)bBr η γγ −∗→ = 0
4( ) 2 10cBr η γγ −→ ∗

Higher  scale better PT description

Smaller role of relativistic effects, better knowledge of gluon densities
bχ

1+-is practically filtered out  (strong M2   -suppression)

2+
weak- dependence

2
tQ< >

Enhanced absorption- weaker (~ 2 times)  
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(                                                      
CLEO III- 2008)NRQCD
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UNCERTAINTIES UNCERTAINTIES 

Known  Unknowns

Unknown  Unknowns 

N(N)LO- radiative effects (K-factors etc..)
‘…possible inadequancy of PT theory in αs …’ R.Barbieri et al-1980

‘ ‘Right’ choice of  gluon densities, in particular at so low scales as in the        case
( potentiality of a factor of ~3 rise for the H-case ) .

Complete model for calculation of enhanced absorption.  

-experimental  widths, decays…

c

Gluons at so low scales, surprises are not excluded at all.

χ

bχ

Non- pQCD effects in the meson characteristics.
Currently no complete description of heavy quarkonium characteristics.

‘Two gluon width does not tell the whole story.’

Factor of 5 up or down           Factor of 5 up or down           
(at best)(at best)
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‘Well, it is a possible supposition.’
‘You think so, too ?’
‘I did not say a probable one’

Far more theoretical papers than the expected number
of the CED produced   Higgs events

S2 (Laslo)
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We have to be open-eyed when the soft physics is  involved.
Theoretical models in the strong  coupling regime contain various assumptions and  parameters. 

Available data on soft diffraction at high energies are still  fragmentary,
especially concerning the (low mass) diffractive dissociation.

Selection Criteria for the Models of Soft Diffraction

A viable model should:

incorporate the inelastic diffraction :SD, DD 
(for instance 2-3 channel eikonal of KMR or GLM(M)) 

describe all the existing experimental data on elastic scattering and SD ,DD and CED
at the Tevatron energies and below   (KMR;   GLM(M)  )

be able to explain the existing CDF data on the HERA-Tevatron factorization breaking 
and on the CED production of the di-jets, di-photons, χ, J/ψ, Υ.., lead. neutrons at HERA

provide testable pre-dictions or at least post-dictions for the Tevatron and HERA 

So far  (only) Durham model has passed these tests. 

Only a large enough data set would impose the restriction order on the theoretical models  and to create a   
confidence in the determination of S².     

Program of Early LHC measurements   (KMR)

LET THE DATA TALK !

(Aliosha, Asher, Uri,Sergey)

with
 a bit o

f p
ersonal  f

lavour



Up to two  orders of magnitude rise in the popular BSM  Higgs models.

Can
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CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

CDF data on CEP of the        are in a broad agreement with the Durham results.

CEP of heavy mesons - a new way to study 
quarkonium spectroscopy as well as to address the physics of absorption;

can help to establish the nature of newly discovered heavy states.

Promising  prospects of studying  heavy meson CEP, especially
with tagged forward protons.

Currently active studies are still in progress  (both in theory and experiment).

cχ
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Backup
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